
Name _______________________ 

Mary Hart 

Match the following vocabulary words with the correct definition. 

 

                  1. enthusiastic    A. something given or awarded as a  

       symbol of acknowledgement or gratitude 

                  2. reigned    B. generous to people in need 

 

                 3. accomplishment C. a group that is closely connected with 

a larger group 

                  4. charitable D. something that somebody has 

succeeded in doing, usually with effort 

                   5. competition E. to have held power and authority, such 

as the rule of a king or queen 

                  6. achievement F. a remarkable or successful 

achievement 

                 7. recognition G. somebody employed by a news 

organization to provide reports from a 

particular place or on a particular subject 

                 8. affiliate H. showing strong interest in something 

 

                 9. experience I. an activity in which people try to win 

something or do better than others 

                10. correspondent J. skill or knowledge gained by 

involvement in an activity or exposure to 

events or people over a period of time   

 

 



Use the word bank to complete each sentence. 

 

 

 

 

1. Mary Hart graduated from _____________________ College in 1972. 

2. She reigned as Miss South Dakota and was one of the top 

______________ runners up as Miss America. 

3. She was inspired to begin ____________________ when she realized 

how much she enjoyed being interviewed on television. 

4. After graduation, she taught ___________________ at Washington 

High School in Sioux Falls. 

5. Mary Hart was hired as an Entertainment Tonight 

______________________. 

6. She was co-host on Entertainment Tonight for _______________ years. 

7. Because of her successful career and many 

___________________________, Hart was honored with a star on the 

“Walk of Fame”. 

8. Mary Hart is a talented _________________,   __________________, 

and entertainer. 

9. She speaks to audiences about women’s issues, personal 

__________________, and positive thinking. 

10. Mary is a supporter of many _________________ causes, especially 

the Children’s Miracle Network. 

 

charitable   broadcasting  achievement  29 

accomplishments  Augustana    dancer     English 

correspondent  singer    ten  

singer    

 

 

 

 

 

 


